Abstract-Unified Communication refers to all forms of communications that are exchanged via the medium of the TCP/IP network to include other forms of communications such as Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) and Digital Communications. The major objective of unified communication is providing flawless communication. The telephone provides the feasibility of cutting short the distance and minimizing access time so that people can communicate in real time or near real time when they are not together. Also UC provides us the use variety of devices to communicate such as wireless phones, personal digital assistants, personal computers etc. The objective of this paper would be creating higher-quality digital media voice and video content by using dynamic Codecs at the router so that people using different modes of communication, different media, and different devices can still communicate to anyone, anywhere, at any time with enhanced quality of data.
INTRODUCTION
Unified communications is an evolving set of technologies that unifies human and device communications in a common context and experience. It optimizes business processes and enhances human communications by reducing latency, managing flows, and eliminating device and media dependencies. It combines real-time communication services such as instant messaging (chat), presence information, telephony, video conferencing, data sharing, call control and speech recognition.
II. CHARACTERISTICS OF VIDEO AND VOICE QUALITY IN UNIFIED COMMUNICATION

Video quality per bitrates:
Commonly video quality is measured as the main characteristic of codec comparisons. Apart from this the speed rate at which the data is compressed /decompressed, the profiles, options, resolutions rate control strategies supported by these Codecs are the performance charactertics.
PEVQ (Perceptual Evaluation of Video Quality) :
The picture quality of a video presentation is measured by an end-to-end (E2E) measurement algorithm which refers 5.0 value for mean opinion score (MOS). This algorithm can be applied to evaluate the video generated by a digital video encoding/decoding process.
III. CODECS
The successful integration of all these services mainly lies on the Quality. The quality in terms of voice and video can be achieved by using the different types of codecs (compression and decompression) dynamically. A codec is an algorithm, which contains a list of instructions that identifies the method used to compress data into fewer bytes. By following these instructions, applications such as encoders and players can reliably compress and decompress data. In the case of digital media content, video codec software provides encoding and decoding which may or may not include the use of video compression and/or decompression for digital video and they are used to decrease the content's file size and bit rate.
Bit rate is the amount of data per second that is required to render audio and video content. By using Codecs, the file size can be reduced to maximum possible and bit rates can alsobe reduced. Hence digital media files can be stored and streamed over a network more quickly and easily. With lossless compression, the original data will be retained after the file is decompressed and lossy compression resizes the file by truncating redundant information. While data is getting compressed using lossy data compression, the quality measurement issues become important to ensure that the required quality in that data is not lost. The primary goal for most methods of compressing video files is to fabricate video files that are most closely approximates the original source file and simultaneously deliver the smallest file size possible. The following are the list of famous Codecs used. packets. The quality will be extremely good and requires high end routers. Also G-711 will not support low-end devices.
IV. MEAN OPINION SCORE (MOS)
It is a measure used in telephony networks to obtain the user's view of the quality of the network as test criteria. In voice telephony, or video especially when codecs are used to compress the data to reduce the bandwidth , the MOS generates a numerical value of the real quality from the users' point of view of received media after compression and before or at the time of transmission. The MOS is created as a single number in the range 1 to 5, where 1 is lowest perceived audio or video quality, and 5 is the highest perceived audio or video quality measurement [1] . MOS tests for voice are specified by ITU-T recommendation P.800. Subjective tests includes a number of listeners rate the heard audio quality and this is been considered for the MOS which is generated by average of a set of standard results [3] . The pattern of rating is given in table 1.The MOS is the arithmetic mean of all the individual scores and can range from 1 (worst) to (best). In real time, the MOS is calculated considering two or three metrics related to packet transmission. To be precise it is the overall result of jitter and packet loss where jitter can be said as delay in transmission of successive packets at destination in taking account of its starting point and packet loss refers to a number of packets that doesn't reach the destination per second. While calculating MOS, the opinion metric is taken from caller and callee and hence service providers use several formulas to assess the VoIP calls quality. CODECs plays vital role in benchmarking of the calls. Figure 1 shows monitoring tools that displays the metrics like jitter and packet loss. The VoIP traffic is sniffed and Jitter and Pack Loss metrics are regularly monitored with the help of software tools both at source and destination. Also based on Codec the MOS altering thresholds can be adjusted. This concept has been displayed in Figure 2 . R is the value obtained by using the following formula which will be mapped to MOS value. R= R0 -codec -packetloss -delay. Where R0 is the basic signal to noise ratio, delay is the delay occurred when the packets are transferred from end to end, codec is the encoding factor and the packetloss is the packet loss rate within a particular time. R value has the inverse relationship with MOS value as described in Table. 2. The Cloud servers are used to store the received data metrics in real time. Processing Server uses software to report the calculated MOS by considering the metrics that are captured. Figure 3 exhibits various servers and the cloud setup for monitoring the traffic in real time.
Dynamic Codec Usage For Enhancing Quality Of Service
The transmitted voice and video quality of the packets is measured by Mean Opinion Score which ranges from 5 to 1 where 5 indicate excellent quality and 1 indicates bad. The primary goal of the paper is to find a solution to ensure the quality of packets transmitted are having mean opinion value For this we have to use the software which is available in cloud servers which will monitor the packets transmission in real time throughout. If the quality is substandard as per Mean Opinion Score then at the run time appropriate codec is suppose to be replaced in the place of the existing codec [4] . When using Microsoft codecs such as Windows Media Encoder, Windows Movie Maker, Microsoft Expression Encoder, or Microsoft Producer to create Windows Mediabased content, we can optimize the quality of the digital media experience by specifying the codec type and settings, either by using the predetermined configurations or by using your own settings. Figure 4 Signal conversion using Codecs dynamically.
A mechanism can be used to allocate buffer to routers to especially store the Codecs and using them while they route the packets to other destination can be done. Fig 5 displays how Internet connection is shared among all the devices connected through patch cable or wirelessly to the router.
A simple algorithm to swap the CODEC type dynamically at Router level. Let R1, R2,……Rn be the no of Routers used in transferring the voice or video data packets over network. Each router is given additional buffer to store the Codecs to be used while the router reroutes the packets.
Figure 5: Router Placement
Proposed Algorithm:
Step 1: At each Router the Jitter and Packet Loss metrics are captured by using software tools such as Whireshark or NetQos..
Step 2:Define initial minimum delay and loss values for Voice and Vedio Codecs.
Step 3: Store the recommended value for Codecs in Router along with Router Table details.
Step 4: For every speculated duration, the MOS is to be calculated by getting the data from Cloud Servers.
Step 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, I have suggested standard voice/video codecs used for transmission of voice/video traffic over the Internet. The best network performance could be achieved by dynamically changing the codec type with respect to the desired quality. I have proposed a simple algorithm for dynamic selection of the codec depending on the MOS values and current conditions in the network at the Router. Also the use of the proposed algorithm will dynamically try to retain the high level MOS value in cases of network congestion.
